Abstract
Introduction

25
Tidally forced flows represent a very appealing source of renewable energy. Many major pop-26 ulation centers border or straddle tidal rivers and estuaries, and the flows, while time-dependent, 27 are more predictable than solar, wind, and wave resources. Although biofouling and corrosion are 28 typically more significant concerns than for terrestrial alternatives such as wind power, the much 29 greater density of water allows for viable energy harvesting at much lower flow speeds, given that 30 power grows with the cube of flow speed. Even sites with nominally small tidal ranges may feature 31 locally constricted flows that yield speeds suitable for energy extraction. And as improvements in 32 efficiency and reductions in hardware cost develop, the critical flow speed for viable energy pro-33 duction will drop, increasing the number of exploitable sites.
34
Tidal power has been harnessed for production of electricity for decades (the tidal barrage at 35 La Rance in France was built in the 1960's, for example), but the field can still be considered as 36 being in its infancy, with few projects actually constructed to date. A barrage or dam will have 37 different environmental impacts than a network of turbines at the same site; here the focus is on 38 this latter scenario, often preferred for water quality, other environmental, and logistical concerns.
39
Water levels and flows forced by tides are typically represented by linear superposition of si-40 nusoidal components (i.e. a Fourier series) with different frequencies, amplitudes, and phases. parameters that must be considered or included for site selection are nonlinear, and problem ge-45 ometry is typically quite variable and complex. As a result, it is generally infeasible to make use 46 of analytical solutions for any but the simplest problems or geometries, or perhaps for first-order 47 screening of sites. Numerical modeling tools are an obvious choice for use in the site selection 48 process, but some ground-truthing is also required to validate model results and detect other char-49 acteristics of a site that might not be revealed by hydrodynamic model results.
50
Many site assessment investigations have been performed, typically with a focus on power 51 potential and the hydrodynamic implications of energy harvesting (e.g. Alnaser focused on far-field hydrodynamics, with the energy harvesting system represented by an energy 56 (or power) sink in the model. In this way the results can be assumed independent of many details 57 of the device by which energy is harvested. One-, two-, and three-dimensional numerical models 58 of hydrodynamics have all been employed. Wind, water density gradients, and wave forcing have 59 typically not been included when describing flows; in some cases, flows have also been assumed 60 steady. River inputs are also often neglected. The most frequent result that is cited is the annual 61 power available at the site. The number of previous efforts that have included field data collection 62 specifically for power potential assessment or model validation is surprisingly low.
63
As noted by Couch and Bryden [19] , Garrett and Cummins [20] and Vennell [21] , peak flow 64 speed by itself (or the corresponding peak kinetic energy) is not a good measure of site potential; 65 nor is tidal range. High peak flow speed does indicate large pre-development, peak kinetic energy, 66 but energy extraction will modify the flow field and the extracted energy will not match the pre-67 development, peak kinetic energy. As discussed by Garrett and Cummins ([3] , [20] ), system 68 efficiency will vary with the type, number, and arrangement of devices, and the size of the device 69 or array relative to the channel cross-section. The extraction of kinetic energy from a flow with 70 a free surface, as considered here, leads to a transfer of potential energy to kinetic form, some of 71 which then also becomes available for extraction.
72
In addition to available power, many other factors should also be considered for site selection: 73 proximity to consumption sites, available infrastructure, impacts on waterway navigability, avail- Here, the focus is on power potential and far-field fluid mechanics effects of power extraction. (estuaries) that in some locations lead to potentially suitable flows for extraction of tidal power.
84
Here a combined effort involving both numerical modeling and field measurements is de- 
Site Description and Field Measurements
93
The site that was the focus of the investigation is situated between the confluence of the Broad 
Bathymetric Survey
108
The survey was performed in one day from a small boat, using a 200 kHz acoustic depth- 
125
Estimated speed uncertainty in the measurements with this configuration is ±6 cm/s.
126
The measurements were taken on a day which was roughly halfway between the spring and 127 neap portions of the tidal cycle. The tidal cycle during which the measurements were taken was 128 the larger of the two on that day and featured a range of 2.2 m, i.e. close to the mean range for the 
139
Measurements from the standalone ADCP deployment were used to determine the tidal constituents of both the water level and currents via harmonic component analysis Pawlowicz et al.
[24]. The tidal constituents and their effect on the water level at a particular location are represented by the series
where η(t) is the mean water level at time t, in this case measured using a pressure sensor inte- 
152
The M4 and M6 "overtides", which reflect tidal wave asymmetry which tends to increase as 153 depth decreases, were small (<10% of the M2 constituent) in both time series. Since flow-induced 154 forces depend not only on flow speed but also on flow acceleration, it is important to realistically 155 describe the actual shape of the velocity time series, as opposed to only the maximum magnitude.
156
For this, all significant tidal constituents must be considered.
157
The measurements also revealed the insignificance of freshwater inputs at the site. Time-and 158 depth-averaged flow speed for the 37-day measurement period was 2.5 cm/s, in the seaward di-159 rection, two orders of magnitude less than peak tidal flows. Independent measurements of surface 160 salinity obtained during a tidal cycle were nearly constant, varying from 34.1 to 34.4 PSU.
161
The vertical variation in the mean flow can also be an important consideration for energy har- 
Numerical Modeling of Tidal Currents
172
Tidal flows were also simulated numerically, with the field measurements described above 173 used for validation. The Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) was used for the simulations.
174
ROMS is a three-dimensional, free-surface, terrain-following, numerical model which solves the 175 Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations using the hydrostatic and Boussinesq approximations. were not included.
192
The first two days of the model results were discarded to minimize the influence of model to those derived from the measurements in Table 2 . 
233
The effect of power extraction from the tidal flow is simulated by introducing a sink term into the governing momentum equations in the grid cell containing the presumed extraction devices.
The derivation of this sink term (Defne et al. [18] ) begins by defining a retarding force per unit area that is collinear with the direction of the flow as
where F is the retarding force per unit surface area, V is the flow velocity vector, and p ext is the extracted power density (power per unit cross-sectional area), given by
Here C ext is the extraction coefficient and p is the local kinetic power density. Although Equa-234 tion 3 makes it appear as an efficiency, the extraction coefficient does not have a simple physical 235 interpretation or upper bound. At its lower bound of zero, no power is extracted; the device is trans-236 parent to the flow. As the extraction coefficient is increased, it tends to enhance extracted power,
237
but the corresponding increase in drag force modifies the flow field and the local kinetic power. potential to kinetic form. In this case, C ext becomes infinite.
243
To obtain the sink terms that are substituted into the governing equations for the x and y directions, Equations 2 and 3 are combined to obtain
where ρ is the water density, u and v are the velocity components in the x and y directions, 
247
The total power dissipated (P diss ) from the flow field includes the power extracted as well as any other losses and is found as
{Pdiss} where dx and dy are the grid cell dimensions in the x and y (horizontal) directions, respectively.
248
The total available kinetic power within the channel cross-section is defined as
{Pkinetic} where h i , and w i are the water depth and width of each cell across the channel, | V i | is the depth-
249
averaged velocity at each of these locations, and I is their total number.
250
The total available potential power within a channel cross-section is defined as
where g is the acceleration of gravity and η i is the sea level fluctuation away from the mean water
level. An estimate of the total power contained within a channel cross-section is simply the sum of the total available kinetic and potential energy given by P avail = P kinetic + P potential
As noted, some of the potential power is converted to kinetic form as power is dissipated from the 251 flow. The potential power is much greater than the kinetic, but is less readily harvested without a 252 barrage.
253
The available kinetic power was evaluated for the instrumented site prior to installation of 254 any energy extraction devices, based on time series generated from the harmonic constituents hours within the 12-hour tidal cycle during which flows are mild.
260
The cumulative kinetic power available over a given time period is a more useful result and Power with and without energy harvesting for this 60% extraction case is shown in Figure 11 . profile, or any harvesting area geometry, via the use of numerical integration.
327
The instantaneous mean velocity over the swept area is then
where u s and h are the instantaneous, time-dependent surface velocity and total water depth,
328
respectively. Altitude of the center of the harvesting area above the channel bottom is denoted 329 by z o , and y is the vertical coordinate relative to this center ( Figure 12 ). It is assumed that the 330 entire harvesting area must remain submerged, and above the bottom, so it is required that
, where h 0 is the water depth at low tide.
332
The corresponding instantaneous, representative, incident velocity u r , assuming that power varies as the cube of flow speed, is
The instantaneous, incident, kinetic power may then be estimated as P(t) = 1 2 ρAu 3 r (t), where
333
A is the swept area and ρ is water density. The time-averaged power may be evaluated as 
336
If the surface flow speed is assumed sinusoidal in time, mean power may be expressed as
assuming that power is produced during the full bidirectional flow cycle. In evaluating Equation
338
13 for the example appearing here, water depth h was also taken as a harmonic quantity, assumed 
351
The dashed line in Figure 13 shows the result if the size of the harvesting area is constrained similarly to an obstacle to the flow, reducing flow speed nearby, and enhancing it elsewhere.
387
The site considered in this investigation is a tidal river with negligible freshwater inputs in published. This is in part because at a bit over 2 m, the tidal range is not particularly large, but the 391 site considered here features one of the largest ranges in the region, and corresponding (relatively)
392
large tidal currents, with negligible mean flow.
393
The number of previous studies that specifically included field measurements to quantify power 
431
The methods by which a site's potential for production of renewable energy from tidal cur- 
